
SET THE PACE
The all new, intuitive, state-of-the-art handle system of the 
two new classic models with variable speed adjusts the 
mower speed to the operator’s walking pace. Just grab 
the handle, start to walk and see how easy and effortless 
mowing can be. With the additional side discharge option, 
high rear wheels and hard top catcher with fill indicator, 
these two models set a new standard.

PETROL MOWERS NEWNEW

High wheels
Manoeuvrability is a key feature of a good 
lawn mower. High rear wheels ease the 
mower over uneven terrain ensuring a 
sharp cut with minimal effort.

4 in 1 system
The mowers offer the versatility of 4           
different collection options: Bagging,        
mulching, rear discharge and side
discharge, ensuring the flexibility required 
to cope with all conditions.

Central cutting 
height adjustment
One grip to adjust all four wheels simulta-
neously. Less effort, less time, comfort on 
the highest level.

Easy starting B&S engine
The Briggs & Stratton engines with 
ReadyStart® technology and Starting 
Guarantee® ensure the mower starts after 
just two pulls.

Hard top bag with fill 
indicator
The dust proof hard top catcher keeps 
dust down during dry periods and the 
fill indicator flap signals when the grass       
catcher is ready for emptying.

Height adjustable handle
The handle is adjustable to suit the          
operator, ensuring that mowing is enjoyable
and effortless.

SLOW IN NARROW CORNERS,

FAST ON WIDE AREAS.
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My Speed Drive System
The drive system engages once the handle is pushed forward. 
If the operator walks faster, the handle is automatically pushed 
further forward and thus the speed of the mower increases. If 
the operator walks slower, the handle is pivoting back and the 
unit slows down. If the operator stops walking, the lever auto-
matically moves to neutral and the unit stands still.

The mower speed automatically adjusts to the desired walking 
speed of the operator.

Tipp: Do not pivot the handle forward to engage the drive 
system. Just grab the handle and start to walk. The handle will 
then automatically pivot forward and the mower starts to move 
forward.

CC46SPBVHW CC53SPBVHW

Mowing area 750 m2 / hour 950 m2 / hour
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e Engine B&S 575 EX Series, Ready Start, 140 cc B&S 600 E Series, Ready Start, 150 cc

Nominal power 2,1 kW / 2800 min-1 2,3 kW / 2800 min-1

Starting Pull Pull
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Drive Rear drive Rear drive

Speed 0 - 3.6km/h 0 - 3.6km/h
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Wheels (F/R) 180 mm / 280 mm 200 mm / 280 mm

Double ball bearings Standard Standard
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Cutting deck (material) Steel Steel

Cutting width 46 cm / 18" 53 cm / 21"

Cutting height adjustment 6 positions / central 6 positions / central

Cutting height (min-max) 28 - 92 mm 28 - 92 mm

Collecting Standard Standard

Mulching Standard Standard

Side discharge Standard Standard

Rear discharge 
without collector

Standard Standard
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g Grass catcher type Soft bag with hard top Soft bag with hard top

Collecting box (capacity) 60 ltr 70 ltr

Full bag indicator Standard Standard
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Washing nozzle Standard Standard

Handle type shape Ergonomic, foldable, height adjustable Ergonomic, foldable, height adjustable

Foldable handle Standard Standard

Height adjustable handle Standard / 3 positions Standard / 3 positions

Soft grip on the handle Standard Standard
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c. Accessory included or 
optional

Mulch kit included Mulch kit included
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MY SPEED
PETROL LAWNMOWERS

CC46SPBVHW
CC53SPBVHW

FEATURES
..........................................
MYSPEED INTUITIVE VARIABLE 
SPEED DRIVE SYSTEM
..........................................
EXCELLENT BAGGING AND 
MULCHING PERFORMANCE
..........................................
FOUR FUNCTIONS IN ONE 
MOWER: CHOICE BETWEEN 
BAGGING, MULCHING, SIDE OR 
REAR DISCHARGE
..........................................
HIGH REAR WHEELS
..........................................
RELIABLE BRIGGS & STRATTON 
ENGINE
..........................................
MULCHING KIT INCLUDED
..........................................
CENTRAL CUTTING HEIGHT 
ADJUSTMENT
..........................................
GRASS BAG FULL INDICATOR
...........................................


